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Re: ,you’re my emotional rescuuueeeeee
Marc Léger <leger.mj@gmail.com>  
To: Zivancevic Nina <zivancevicn65@gmail.com>  
17 April 2015 at 19:11

dina, to be read and rebutted whenever you’ve unpacked … it looks like you’re going to be chocolat for 10 days or more but my guess is you won’t resist sending me an iPhone here and there and as i’m only 16 years old i will reply to you in the briefest delay -- yes it’s amazing what 10 days can do to a person -- and where is Sophia and all those characters in your plays - i hope you mention me in your radio interviews, just casually, you know: “i was talking to that Canadian guy the other day and he said something that made no sense and that I would like to repeat here - he said my broken leg to him was a piece of roccoco friandise and he would nibble on that for a while until i confess all my bow wow fantasies in a nice delusional folly called these correspondences of varying erotic, robotic, and analytic intensities” -- and sure when it comes to the érotische, it will make for an interesting cad film or commercial and somehow that should tell us something about our occupations and preoccupations, like speculative and experimental zivancevics -- not a field i understand very well and so i guess you are my girlf experience where you tell me things i can’t understand

Zivancevic Nina <zivancevicn65@gmail.com>  
To: Marc Léger <leger.mj@gmail.com>  
19 April 2015 at 08:41

and where is Zina now in yr Pantheon - i hope you took her home that is why no need to mention her here, and besides who are all these people dina, nina etc  
i know that dina is alice in wonderland,s cat...  
this much i know, you cad of cads...

Marc Léger <leger.mj@gmail.com>  
To: Zivancevic Nina <zivancevicn65@gmail.com>  
19 April 2015 at 09:18

just a little tiny email  
about where are you going on tv  
you are straight outta (or into) compton  
N.W.A. (Niggaz Wit Attitudes) = N.I.N.A